The Cover. Returning from the 1959 dedication of the Class of '19 Memorial Arch are several members of the Class of '19. Class member and former campus wheel Fanny Bell Norris gave the dedicatory speech in which any student passing beneath the arch was wished a "heightened step and an eager eye." The short ceremony was a sentimental one in the heightened activities and eager handshaking of the 1959 Class Reunion Day (see Page 4). Pictured at the top of the cover are Distinguished Service Citation winners (l. to r.) George L. Cross, E. K. Gaylord, John Kirkpatrick, Paul A. Walker, and T. Howard McCasland (see Page 8).

Association Membership. Any former student who completed one or more semesters at the University satisfactorily is eligible for membership. An annual membership costs $4.00 and a Life Membership costs $80.00, payable $5.00 down and $5.00 quarterly.
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